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“The Magazine-Programme’s Playful Pages”
The texts that I will examine in this paper are At Play in the Space Between in
more ways than one. A new type of theatre program called The Magazine-Programme
emerged between the two World Wars, but also between genres and modes of circulation.
Sold in the major West End theatres in London throughout the 1920s, the MagazineProgramme leveraged the spirit of playfulness it witnessed on stage, the audience’s desire
for intimacy with theatre celebrities, and the universal drive to modernize everything
from hairstyles to nightclubs, from advertising to theatre programs, from outdated DORA
regulations to gender inequity.
In addition to the traditional program’s production information and advertising,
the Magazine-Programme published original content. A series of recurring features were
its key selling point. These include behind-the-scenes access columns; beauty and
lifestyle columns; humor columns; theatre guides; and an ongoing theatre trivia ticket
giveaway. These features, according to the publishers, transform its pages into a souvenir,
original magazine, and a publicity venue that reached 250,000 people each week. For a
growing number of audience members, attending the theatre was not an occasional event,
but rather a regular pastime. This change in habit was building a community among
audience members based on common knowledge and expectations. The MagazineProgramme recognizes the opportunity for a uniquely effective marketing medium and
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pitches itself to potential advertisers within its pages as the modern alternative to the
“old-fashioned” program. Consumer culture and theatre culture merge with the
Magazine-Programme as intermediary.
The Magazine-Programme’s light hearted tone and focus on entertaining audience
members before, during, and after they attended the theatre provided an unlikely but
highly effective venue for political action. Its subtle, but decisive protest of the DORA
prohibition of selling chocolates and ice cream after 9:30pm illustrates the bizarrely
playful mode political protest assumed after World War I and the absurdity of wartime
regulation in a post-war world. The surprising amount of ink dedicated to this issue as
well as the delightfully humorous ways in which it is often presented, extends this
publication’s clout beyond the realm of theatre program, entertainment magazine, and
modern advertising medium. Its ability to reveal this absurdity playfully, and to mobilize
the uniquely diverse audience it had integrated into the theatrical community, was the
source of its power.

